
The Classification of National Bank Titles 
INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this article is to explain how bank titles were presented on large size national bank 
notes, and how and why the protocol for laying out title blocks changed in 1895. 

The official definition of a bank title as used by the Comptroller of the Currency was the name of 
the bank including the name of town, but not that of the state. A blank was provided on the organization 
certificate where the title was to be written between quote marks printed on the form. The name of the 
town was duplicated in another blank reserved for the town name. Exactly what was meant by town 
became a primary concern. 

Paramount is the location written in script on the left side of title blocks on national bank notes. 
The Comptroller of the Currency preferentially - but not always - used the script location to specify the 
postal location of the bank, which in the eyes of the Comptroller served as the best identifier for the place 
that hosted the bank. The postal location took precedence over all other locations in the title block if you 
wished to find the bank. In fact the postal location was the only place to find the town on many plates 
made between 1863 and 1895, and on some made thereafter. 

Occasionally the bankers failed to include the name of their town within their title or they used a 
location that was not sufficiently specific. The Comptroller’s clerks would revise the banker-supplied title 
by appending the appropriate town name to it so that it would meet the legal definition for a title. 

A two-part protocol was adopted in 1895 for laying out title blocks in situations when the 
Comptroller’s clerks appended a missing town to a title or when they felt the need to revise the name of 
the town. 

1. The name of the town was inserted above the will-pay line if the town was as
supplied by the bankers in the blank for the town on their organization certificate.

2. A revised town name was displayed solely in the script postal location.
This arcane protocol turned on who provided the town name, the bankers or the Comptroller’s clerks. 
Consequently there were lapses in implementing it over the years. Concern over the issue faded after 
about 1910.  

HOW TO READ THE BANK TITLE ON A NATIONAL 
If you want to determine where the bank was located, forget the prominent bank name that 

screams for your attention with its bold letters on the face of a national bank note. Bypass the tombstone 
if there is one. Instead focus your attention on the location written inconspicuously in script to the left of 
the title block. This usually - but not always - was the postal location for the bank. Consequently it is the 
most reliable place to find the name of the town on a note. 

In cases where the name in the postal location is not somehow incorporated above the will-pay 
line, then the postal location takes precedence. It should be appended to the rest of the bank name to 
arrive at the complete title in order to satisfy the definition of a title as set forth by the Comptroller. 

Figure 1 is a proof for The Union Stock Yard National Bank of Chicago, charter 1678. Notice 
that the postal location is Lake. The bankers wanted to be identified with Chicago but their bank was in 
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Lake, which at the time had not been annexed by Chicago. Thus the title of this bank was “The Union 
Stock Yard National Bank of Chicago, Lake.” 

Of course, deducing the location from most bank titles is simple. Usually the location in the title 
was identical to that in the postal location. But you never know unless you compare both. Many of the 
examples that are forthcoming will involve situations where the two are different. These are where the 
real action takes place and where there is the most to be learned. 

NATIONAL BANK TITLES 
A national bank is a legal entity that conducts the business of banking at a specific location - or 

locations if permitted by state law. It operates under a franchise granted by the Comptroller of the 
Currency as authorized by Congress. As such it has an official title approved by the Comptroller of the 
Currency.  

The formal - legal - definition of a bank title as used by the Comptroller of the Currency during 
the note-issuing era was: the name of the bank including the name of town, but not that of the state. 

Bankers had to file an organization certificate when they applied to establish a national bank. This 
form morphed slightly over time, but always was imperfect because there was ambiguity about how it 
should be filled out. The final form for the organization certificates used by note-issuing banks contained 
the following language: 

First. The title of the association shall be “The __________.” 
Second. The said association shall be located in the ___________ of 
__________, county of __________ and State of __________, where its 
operations of discount and deposit are to be carried on. 

The title of the bank for the purposes of filling out this form was supposed to be the name of the 
bank including the name of town, but not that of the state and this information was supposed to be placed 
inside the quotes printed on the form. The first blank under Second described the location; that is, the 
word “city,” “town,” “village” or “borough” was to be inserted. This was followed by the name of the 
place in the next blank. 

The form led to considerable mischief over the decades. Many applicants did not understand that 
the town where the bank was located was supposed to be included inside the quotes. Consequently the 
most common mistake made by subscribers was to omit the town from inside the quotes. 

IN THE BEGINNING 
The protocol for placing bank titles on national bank notes used by the Comptroller’s office was 

to honor the titles provided by the bankers. All titles as found inside the quotes on the organization 
certificates were placed above the will-pay line on $5 and higher denomination notes and in the space 
provided on $1s and $2s. 

  Most titles contained the name of the town. The name of the town was then repeated in the 
postal location written in script adjacent to the title block. This constituted a traditional layout. 

Extra care had to be exercised if the bankers omitted the name of their town from inside the 

Figure 1. Notice 
that the postal 
location written in 
script is Lake, 
which is the town 
where this bank was 
located. The 
bankers desired to 
be identified with 
Chicago. 
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quotes or if the Comptroller’s clerks found the town name that was submitted to be deficient. In cases 
where the town had been omitted, they would append the name of the town to the title. The source for the 
town name was the name provided in the blank reserved for a repeat of the town name on their 
organization certificate. 

In cases where the town name provided by the bankers was deemed to be deficient, the 
Comptroller’s office imposed an improved name by appending the improvement to their title. In both of 
these special circumstances the change constituted a Comptroller-imposed title change. The appended 
town appeared only in the postal location written in script before 1895. Its inconspicuous placement there 
did not detract from what the bankers had submitted as their title, which remained unchanged above the 
will-pay line. 

The Lake, Illinois, bank was typical for bankers who omitted their town from inside the quotes. 
They filled out their organization certificate using “The Union Stock Yard National Bank of Chicago” 
inside the quotes, but entered Lake only in the blank for the town. The clerk who ordered the plate used 
Lake for the postal location. Ironically as these things go, Lake indeed was the town where the bank was 
located but Lake didn’t have a post office! 

An example of a correction to a town name involved “The Millers River Bank of Athol,” which 
was provided by the bankers on their organization certificate in 1864. Athol was a township that 
contained the villages of Athol Depot and Athol. The name of the village and post office where the bank 
was located was Athol Depot. Consequently the Comptroller’s clerks had Athol Depot placed in the 
postal location on the Original/1875 series notes issued by the bank, technically yielding the title “The 
Millers River National Bank of Athol, Athol Depot.” 

Through a quirk, the situation righted itself. In April 1876, the Postmaster General ordered that on 
July 1st the post office in the village of Athol would be called Athol Centre, and the post office in the 
village of Athol Depot would become Athol. The Series of 1882 plates were simplified to The Millers 
National Bank of Athol on instructions from the Comptroller’s office when the bank was extended in 
1885. 

Figure 2. When this 
bank was organized, 
the bankers called 
their town Athol, but 
Athol was a township 
whereas the bank was 
located in the town of 
Athol Depot. The 
Comptroller’s clerks 
ordered the first 
plates with Athol 
Depot as the postal 
location. The name of 
the post office was 
changed to Athol in 
1876 so the postal 
location on the Series 
of 1882 notes reverted 
to the name originally 
provided by the 
bankers. 
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TOWNS 
Some bankers felt obligated to provide too much detail in describing the character of their town 

on the blanks reserved for the repeat of the town name on their organization certificate. You will enjoy 
the unusual situations that developed. A couple of these examples will reveal that town and post office 
names didn’t always end up in the script postal location! 
. The Comptroller’s office usually honored the information provided by the bankers, even when it 
was imperfect or awkward. One fun example involved “The Peoples National Bank of Brooklyn in New 
York,” charter 9219. The bankers wrote “Borough” of “Brooklyn, City of New York.” in the blanks 
reserved for the town. Notice that “Brooklyn, City of New York.” was reproduced verbatim as the postal 
location on the Series of 1902 notes issued by the bank. 

Some bankers in Wichita, Kansas, served up a case where the faulty information they provided on 
their organization certificate was honored as was. They wrote “The Union Stock Yards National Bank” in 
the “village” of “Union Stock Yards” County of “Sedgwick” State of “Kansas.” The oddity here is that 
there was no village of Union Stock Yards within Sedgwick County or, for that matter, any provision in 
Kansas law for the designation of villages within incorporated towns or cities. The bank, charter 9758, 
was located in Wichita at 702 E. 21st Street inside the Wichita Livestock Exchange Building. Wichita 
never appeared on any of the notes issued by the bank even though someone at the Comptroller’s office 
typed “Mail received from City of Wichita, Kansas” on the organization report! 

Figure 3. “Brooklyn, City of New York” is the 
most elaborate postal location to appear in a title 
block on a large size national bank note. The 
bankers wrote “Borough” of “Brooklyn, City of 
New York” in the blanks provided for their 
location on their organization certificate. 

Figure 4. There was no town or post office named 
Union Stock Yards in Kansas. The bank was 
located in Wichita. This is a case where the 
Comptroller’s office honored the language 
submitted by the bankers even though it was 
faulty. 

Figure 5. The Union 
Stock Yards National 
Bank was located in 
the Wichita Livestock 
Exchange Building in 
Wichita. Photo circa 
1935. 
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The organizers of “The Cambridgeport National Bank of Cambridge,” charter 1228, got 

particularly carried away. In the blanks pertaining to their location they wrote located in the “City” of 
“Cambridge (in the section called Cambridgeport)” County of “Middlesex” State of “Massachusetts.” 
Cambridgeport was a residential neighborhood in Cambridge but there was no Cambridgeport post office. 
Even so, Cambridgeport was used for the postal location on the notes, such that the full title that appeared 
on the bank’s notes was “The Cambridgeport National Bank of Cambridge, Cambridgeport.” 
Inconsistencies such as this occurred over the decades because fallible humans were processing the 
thousands of national bank titles that were passing before them. 

Post offices usually are named after towns, but many are named after districts within towns. A 
bank in New Hampshire nicely illustrates a peculiar outcome in this regard. The officers of a bank in 
Rochester provided the following information on their organization certificate: “The First National Bank 
of Gonic” located in “the village of Gonic in the town of Rochester.”  Gonic, being part of Rochester, had 
no government but it did have a post office. In this case, Gonic was viewed as the town in the eyes of the 
Comptroller’s office so Rochester was nowhere to be found on any of the notes issued from the bank. 

TITLE CHANGES 
Two types of title changes impacted operating national bank notes: (1) formal changes initiated 

by the bankers and (2) changes imposed on the bankers by the Comptroller of the Currency to clarify the 
location of the bank. 

Bankers had to formally petition the Comptroller for a title change in order to alter either the 

Figure 6. Cambridgeport is a residential 
neighborhood without a post office in 
Cambridge, Massachusetts. The postal 
location should read Cambridge. 

Figure 7. Gonic is a village in the town of Rochester that had a post office but no 
separate government. Although the bankers correctly specified the town as 
Rochester, the Comptroller’s office viewed Gonic and its post office as the town so 
Rochester never appeared on the notes issued by the bank.
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name of their bank or to update the name of their town, or both. However, there was nothing in national 
banking law that required them to update the name of their town if the name or spelling was changed by 
the post office or if the name was supplanted during an annexation. Many wouldn’t in order to save the 
cost of new plates. 

This caused heartburn because the Comptroller’s office felt that the information on a note should 
unambiguously direct the note holder to the bank so he could redeem his note. The only recourse was to 
impose a town name change. The protocol was to enter the new town name in the postal location. Thus 
the procedure was identical to that followed when bankers failed to include their town name in their title 
or when the Comptroller’s office found the name supplied to be deficient. The action constituted a 
Comptroller-imposed title change. 

The first of these involved The First National Bank of Yarmouth, Massachusetts (516), where the 
town was changed to Yarmouth Port beginning with the Series of 1882 plates when the bank was 
extended on July 25, 1884. A total of a dozen such town name changes were made at the time of 
extension during the next year under the administration of Comptroller Henry W. Cannon. Then the 
practice largely ceased with only four occurring at widely scattered times within the Series of 1902. 

An excellent example involved one of the last, The Birmingham National Bank in Connecticut. 
The postal location is Derby on the Series of 1902 title block. Derby is the smallest town in Connecticut 
and Birmingham was a borough within it that comprises what is now the downtown district. The 
Comptroller’s clerks changed the postal location from Birmingham to Derby on the Series of 1902 notes 
when the bank was extended in 1905 because Birmingham had been dropped as the name of the post 
office in 1894. Consequently the full title became “The Birmingham National Bank, Derby” with 
Birmingham relegated to colloquial status and Derby elevated to town status. 

Comptroller-imposed town name changes were easy to implement when the charter of a bank was 
extended. New plates had to be made then so the change could be carried out with minimal bookkeeping 
effort and without serious imposition on the Bureau of Engraving and Printing. The downside was that 
there could be a long delay between the time when an old name became obsolete and the bank underwent 
an extension. 

The imposition of new town names took a different turn in 1887 when the BEP was instructed by 
the Comptroller’s office to make a mid-series alteration to the Series of 1882 10-10-10-20 plate for The 
Tacoma National Bank, Washington Territory. The postal location was updated from New Tacoma to 
Tacoma after the two towns merged. 

 This constituted a mid-series Comptroller-imposed title change, the first of its kind. Such an 
action required a more serious commitment because it involved having the Bureau of Engraving and 
Printing alter or in one case replace the plates for the affected banks. A total of only seven mid-series 
Comptroller-imposed town name changes were carried out during the next 30 years, all of which are 
flagged on Table 1. Five involved the Series of 1882 and two the Series of 1902.

Figure 8. Notice that the postal location on this Series of 1902 title block is Derby. Birmingham was a 
borough in Derby that lost its post office in 1894. Derby on the Series of 1902 title block serves as the town 
name whereas Birmingham is a colloquialism for the downtown area, which was the former borough. 
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The bankers were not involved when either extension or mid-series Comptroller-imposed town 
name changes were implemented so the revisions simply appeared on their new notes as a fait accompli. 
Comptroller-imposed town name changes constitute the most important class of defacto title changes - 
changes that simply showed up on the notes without banker input. A listing of them appears on Table 1. 

 

       
 
       

 
Table 1.  Cases where the Comptroller’s office changed a town name mid‐series or when a bank was 
being extended in order to better specify the location of the bank. 
The  listing  is arranged  in the order of the effective date of the change.   The new town name was placed  in the
postal location on the notes. 

Ch. No.  State  Title Submitted by The Bankers 

Comptroller 
Imposed Town 
Name  Series  Event  Effective Date

516  MA  The First National Bank of Yarmouth  Yarmouth Port  1882  1st extension  Jul 25, 1884 
595  MA  The Peoples National Bank of Roxbury  Boston  1882  1st extension  Nov 20, 1884 
615  MA  The National Rockland Bank of Roxbury  Boston  1882  1st extension  Nov 22, 1884 
635  MA  The Bunker Hill National Bank of Charleston  Boston  1882  1st extension  Dec 10, 1884 
806  MA  The National Market Bank of Brighton  Boston  1882  1st extension  Feb 3, 1885 
926  PA  The First National Bank of Birmingham  Pittsburgh  1882  1st extension  Mar 4, 1885 
958  MA  The South Danvers National Bank  Peabody  1882  1st extension  Mar 11, 1885 
1035  RI  The First National Bank of Smithfield  Slatersville  1882  1st extension  Mar 21, 1885 
1005  MA  The Monument National Bank of Charleston  Boston  1882  1st extension  Mar 30, 1885 
1284  RI  The Centerville National Bank of Warwick  Centerville  1882  1st extension  May 6, 1885 
1455  MA  The National Bank of South Reading  Wakefield  1882  1st extension  Jun 22, 1885 
1616  RI  The Pacific National Bank of North Providence  Pawtucket  1882  1st extension  Jun 28, 1885 
2924  WA  The Tacoma National Bank  New Tacoma  1882  mid‐1882‐series  May 12, 1887
645  CT  The Mystic River National Bank  Mystic  1882  mid‐1882‐series  Feb 14, 1899 

3125  WI  The First National Bank of Lake Geneva  Geneva  1882  mid‐1882‐series  Apr 19, 1902 
3343  NE  The First National Bank of Auburn  North Auburn  1882  mid‐1882‐series  Apr 25, 1902 
1183  NH  The Somersworth National Bank  Great Falls  1882  mid‐1882‐series  Aug 27, 1902 
1098  CT  The Birmingham National Bank  Derby  1902  2nd extension  Mar 25, 1905 
3615  WY  The Albany County National Bank of Laramie City  Laramie  1902  1st extension  Dec 25, 1906 
198  PA  The First National Bank of Allegheny  Pittsburgh  1902  mid‐1902‐series  Mar 13, 1909 

4073  IL  The First National Bank of Englewood  Chicago  1902  1st extension  Jun 27, 1909 
776  PA  The Second National Bank of Allegheny  Pittsburgh  1902  mid‐1902‐series  Dec 20, 1917 
2493  NY  The Rondout National Bank  Kingston  1902  2nd extension  Oct 15, 1920 

 

     
 
 

Interest in keeping up with town and post office name changes by means of Comptroller-imposed 
town name changes at the time of extension or mid-series quickly waned. It became clear that the task 
would be never ending and administratively burdensome for everyone involved. The practice dwindled to 
a trickle so only a handful of such changes were made during the Series of 1902. 

Figure 9. The seriousness on the part of Comptroller of the Currency John Knox to get locations right on 
national bank notes was revealed in 1883 when his office instituted the first mid-series correction to a postal 
location to reflect that New Tacoma and Tacoma had merged under the name Tacoma.  
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 SPELLING AND PRESENTATION 
Tinkering with the spelling and presentation of town names on plates came into vogue in the early 

1880s. The Comptroller’s clerks occasionally would alter the spelling or presentation of towns by 
bringing them into conformity with post office usage. 

The changes first appeared during the end of Comptroller John W. Knox’s administration on new 
Series of 1882 plates when existing banks extended their charters. The first affected were the notes for 
The First National Banks of Laporte, Indiana (377) and Portchester, New York (402). The presentations 
were altered respectively to La Porte and Port Chester to conform to post office spellings. The plate date 
on both was February 25, 1883. 

These types of minor adjustments continued sporadically over the years when charters were 
extended and new plates had to be made. Usually the change was carried out in all instances of the town 
name in the title block, but sometimes only in the postal location. 
 GRAMMATICAL FORM OF BANK TITLES 

There are two broad grammatical classes of bank titles: linked and non-linked. 
Linked titles refer to those where the bank name ends with one of the prepositions “of” “at” “in” 

or a comma followed by a location. The presence of the preposition or comma dictated that a location 
would follow so both the bank name and location appeared above the will-pay line in standard title 
blocks. 

Most linked titles had the form “The First National Bank of LOCATION,” but others of a more 
elaborate character were used. Usually the location was the town, but it could be anything such as a state, 
county or district within the town. Usually the location appeared in a tombstone. Important is the fact that 
if the location differed from the town displayed in the postal location, then the bankers had omitted the 
town from their title and the Comptroller’s clerks had appended it to their title. 

Non-linked titles didn’t use a preposition or comma to join the bank name to the name of the 
town. The most common form was “The TOWN National Bank.” Non-linked titles also came in varying 
degrees of complexity. 

Many non-linked bank names contained no location such as The American Exchange National 
Bank. Others sported names other than the town such as rivers, waterfalls, states, counties, districts within 
the town, etc. The only place you can find the town on the title blocks for such banks made before 1895 is 
in the script postal location. 

 
 
 
 

Figure 10. The desire of the Comptroller of the Currency to get towns right on national bank notes reached 
new heights when Series of 1882 plates began to be made for extending banks because corrections to spellings 
and presentations of town names such as this began to appear. 
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 A RARE LINKED FORM 
Titles like The Marblehead National Bank of Marblehead or The Concord National Bank of 

Concord sound familiar, yet this form rarely was used. The redundant town was cumbersome. 
In contrast, its non-linked cousin is very common; specifically, The Needles National Bank. 

Notice on the accompanying photos how stilted the Concord title block appears in comparison to the more 
elegant Needles. 
 
 

Figure 11. In a linked title, one of the prepositions “of” “at” “in” or a comma formally joins the 
bank name to a location. 

Figure 12. These are non-linked titles. Notice that the name of the town does not follow the bank name above 
the will-pay line. The only place to find the town when it does not appear in the bank name is to look at the 
script postal location. 
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 *  Figure 13  *Needles-Concord 
 

Only 21 banks across the country received notes with such titles. One got such a title by mistake. 
All are listed on Table 2. Seventeen of them used the linking preposition of. 
 
 
Table 2. List of  issuing National Banks with  titles having  the  form “TOWN National Bank of 
TOWN.” 

Town  State  Charter  Title 

Preposition is of 
Gardner  ME  1174  The Gardner National Bank of Gardner 
Dedham  MA  669  The Dedham National Bank of Dedham 
Waltham  MA  688  The Waltham National Bank of Walthama 
Salem  MA  704  The Salem National Bank of Salem 
Marblehead  MA  767  The Marblehead National Bank of Marblehead 
Concord  MA  833  The Concord National Bank of Concorda 
Taunton  MA  957  The Taunton National Bank of Taunton 
Northampton  MA  1018  The Northampton National Bank of Northamptona 
Fitchburg  MA  1077  The Fitchburg National Bank of Fitchburg 
Pittsfield  MA  1260  The Pittsfield National Bank of Pittsfield 
Gloucester  MA  13604  Gloucester National Bank of Gloucesterb 
Havana  NY  343  The Havana National Bank of Havana 
Middleville  NY  11656  The Middleville National Bank of Middleville 

Figure 13. Town-of-Town titles (bottom) appear awkward in comparison to their 
siblings which didn’t use a duplicate of the town. 
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Piqua  OH  1006  The Piqua National Bank of Piqua 
Chillicothe  OH  1277  The Chillicothe National Bank of Chillicothe 
Paisley  OR  10432  Paisley National Bank of Paisleya 
Laramie  WY  2518  The Laramie National Bank of Laramie 

Preposition is in 
Durant  OK  13018  The Durant National Bank in Durantb 
Wolfe City  TX  13199  The Wolfe City National Bank in Wolfe Cityb 
Colorado  TX  13562  Colorado National Bank in Coloradob 
Pearsall  TX  13572  The Pearsall National Bank in Pearsall b 

a.  Title is used on Series of 1929 notes. 
b.  Title is used only on Series of 1929 notes. 

 
 

 Another four used the linking preposition in. All of these came about as a result of a policy 
adopted by the Comptroller’s office in mid-1917 not to allow the reuse of old titles. All were reorganized 
successors to earlier banks with the same title, but without a linking preposition. Consequently the 
preposition in was appended in order to make the new title distinctive. The in group only issued Series of 
1929 notes. 

Pratt’s (1890, p. 136) book of instructions on how to organize a bank warned against such titles. 
The name of the place in which the bank is to be located should 
constitute a part of the title. If, for instance, the bank is to be established 
in Omaha, and the title chosen is “The Exchange National Bank,” the full 
name should be “The Exchange National Bank of Omaha.” But if the 
name of the place is selected as the distinguishing part of the title, there 
is no necessity for repeating the word. Thus, if the title is to be “The 
Omaha National Bank,” the words “of Omaha” need not be added. They 
would be entirely superfluous, and would render the title inelegant. 

The most fun case on Table 2 is The Middleville National Bank of Middleville, New York 
(11656). The organization certificate listed the correct title as the non-linked The Middleville National 
Bank. Of was accidentally added along the way on the paper work used to order the Series of 1902 plate, 
so of Middleville ended up on the notes. The error was spotted when the 1929 logotype plates were made 
so of was dropped from the 1929 notes. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 14. Town-in-Town 
titles appeared on the notes 
for only four banks. All were 
1929-only issuers that 
succeeded banks that went 
under during the great 
depression with the same title 
but without a preposition. 
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Another terrific story revolves around The Laramie National Bank of Laramie, Wyoming (2518). 

Originally this bank was named The Laramie National Bank of Laramie City. Laramie City was used to 
distinguish the town from Fort Laramie, 85 miles over the mountains to the northeast. 

City was dropped from Laramie City after Fort Laramie faded into insignificance after the Indian 
wars. The bankers applied for a title change to reflect the simplification, which was approved February 8, 
1892, but in their haste they failed to drop the preposition of. The result was that the title came out as The 
Laramie National Bank of Laramie. The bankers inadvertently had backed into the redundancy within 
their title. 

Incidentally, Laramie was the surname of a French trapper. Local lore has it that Jacques 
LaRamie, was caught by Arapahos during the winter of 1818 or 1819. They disposed of him by shoving 
him under the ice on what was later called the Laramie River where he had been trapping. His name was 
posthumously attached to the river, and then his name spread to a mountain range, fort, town, county and 
peak within Wyoming (Urbanek, 1974). 

Figure 15. The title 
provided by the 
bankers was The 
Middleville National 
Bank, but the 
preposition of was 
accidentally added to 
the 1902 plate order, 
which forced 
addition of the 
redundant 
Middleville. The 
error was fixed on 
the 1929 notes. Photo 
of the 1929 note is 
courtesy of Nic 
Petrecca. 

Figure 16. The bankers applied for a title change when City was dropped from Laramie City, but they didn’t 
drop “of” from their title. They accidentally backed into a Town-of-Town title.
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Most of the titles listed on Table 2 date from 1865. The majority are from Massachusetts. Many 
of the Massachusetts cases probably owe their origin to the work of the same lawyer!  Word had gotten 
around by 1866 to leave of off such titles. 

The last of these titles to appear on notes was Gloucester National Bank of Gloucester, 
Massachusetts (13604), a reorganized successor to The Gloucester National Bank (1162). The tweaking 
of the title to make it different resulted in the odd variety. 
 THE 1895 DIRECTIVE 

The inconspicuous display of town names solely in the postal location came under serious 
scrutiny at the beginning of 1895. At issue was a legal obligation for the title to direct a note holder to the 
bank if he wished to redeem the note for legal tender currency. This seemed problematic to Treasury 
officials when the town wasn’t part of the title inside the quotes submitted by the bankers on their 
organization certificate or when the location inside the quotes wasn’t the town. 

The Comptroller of the Currency directed the Bureau of Engraving and Printing at the beginning 
of 1895 to insert the name of the town above the will-pay line when it was unclear where the bank was 
located. This directive was applied only to new plates and only if the town was the one written by the 
bankers in the blank reserved for the town name on their organization certificate. 

In stark contrast, if the town name had been changed by the Comptroller’s office, the 
Comptroller-supplied town name was supposed to appear only in the script postal location, the same as 
before 1895. 

 Table 3 is a comprehensive list of the banks that received notes with inserted towns. Most of them 
involved situations where the bankers failed to include the town name inside the quotes on their 
organization certificate. The exceptions involved a few banks that had undergone formal title changes. 

Figure 17. The Bureau of Engraving and Printing was instructed at the beginning of 1895 to insert the name 
of the town above the will-pay line if it was unclear from the bank title where the bank was located, provided 
the town was the one submitted by the bankers on their organization certificate. 

Figure 18. In the case of town name changes imposed by the Comptroller’s office, the new name appeared 
only in the postal location despite the fact that it was unclear from the title where the bank was located. City 
had been dropped in this case by the post office in 1896 so the Boise was placed in the postal location on the 
Series of 1902 plate in 1907 when the bank was extended. 
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Table 3.  Banks that received notes with inserted town names above the will‐pay line in 
compliance with the 1895 directive. 

Boldface entries represent title blocks with inserted town names with a description of the letters in the insert. 

Mixed indicates Series of 1882 issuers where the early plates don't have inserts whereas later replacement plates or new plate 
combinations do. 

Italics indicate titles with Comptroller‐imposed town names, which according to protocol should not have received plates with 
inserted towns. 

Ch  State  Town  Bank Name  Town on 1882  Town on 1902 
355  PA  Chester  The Delaware County National Bank  script  bold squat 
361  CT  Hartford  The National Exchange Bank  mixed  bold squat 
541  PA  Philadelphia  The National Bank of the Northern Liberties  script  bold squat 
542  PA  Philadelphia  The Corn Exchange National Bank  script  bold squat 
542  PA  Philadelphia  Corn Exchange National Bank and Trust Company  bold squat 
552  PA  West Chester  The National Bank of Chester County  script  bold squat 
560  PA  Philadelphia  The Southwark National Bank  mixed, hollow squat  bold squat 
570  PA  Philadelphia  The Tradesmens National Bank  script  bold squat 
570  PA  Philadelphia  Tradesmens National Bank and Trust Company  bold squat 
574  NH  Manchester  The Amoskeag National Bank  mixed 
575  PA  Coatesville  The National Bank of Chester Valley  script  bold squat 
587  NJ  New Brunswick  The National Bank of New Jersey  script  bold squat 
602  PA  Philadelphia  The Bank of North America  script  bold squat 
639  NY  Lockport  The Niagara County National Bank  script  bold squat 
639  NY  Lockport  Niagara County National Bank and Trust Company  bold squat 
645  CT  Mystic  The Mystic River National Bank  script  bold squat 
657  CT  Norwich  The Thames National Bank  script  bold squat 
681  PA  Uniontown  The National Bank of Fayette County  script  bold squat 
683  PA  Lancaster  The Lancaster County National Bank  script  bold squat 
694  PA  York  The York County National Bank  script  bold squat 
717  PA  Bristol  The Farmers National Bank of Bucks County  script  bold squat 
806  MA  Boston  The National Market Bank of Brighton  mixed  bold squat 
820  VT  Rutland  The Rutland County National Bank  script  bold squat 
822  NY  Dover  The Dover Plains National Bank  script  bold squat 
853  OH  Delaware  The Delaware County National Bank  mixed 
886  NY  Geneseo  The Genesee Valley National Bank  script  bold squat 
955  NY  Kingston  The State of New York National Bank  script  bold squat 
1182  NJ  Jersey City  Union Trust and Hudson County National Bank  bold squat 
1182  NJ  Jersey City  Hudson County National Bank  bold squat 
1246  MA  Holyoke  The Hadley Falls National Bank  mixed  bold squat 
1394  NY  New York  The American Exchange‐Pacific National Bank  script  bold squat 
1449  MD  Frederick  The Frederick County National Bank  mixed  bold squat 
2231  ME  Oakland  The Messalonskee National Bank  bold squat  bold squat 
2456  CA  Santa Barbara  The Santa Barbara County National Bank  bold squat 
2858  IL  Lake  The Drovers National Bank of Union Stock Yards  mixed 
3312  NY  Gloversville  The Fulton County National Bank  mixed 
3916  IL  Hyde Park  The Oakland National Bank  mixed 
3941  ME  Eden  The First National Bank of Bar Harbor  mixed 
4909  PA  Mercer  The Mercer County National Bank  mixed, hollow squat 
5349  KS  Caney  The Caney Valley National Bank  bold squat  script 
10778  NY  New York  Chatham Phenix National Bank and Trust Company  bold squat 
13193  NY  New York  The Bank of America National Association  bold squat 
Non‐1895 directive banks with banker‐supplied towns that were grammatical  knockoffs of 1895‐directive titles: 

546  PA  Philadelphia  The National Bank of Germantown   tombstone  bold squat 
5376  KY  Frankfort  The National Branch Bank of Kentucky   tombstone  tombstone 
7926  IL  Chicago  The Federal National Bank  tombstone 
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Banks with linked titles that did not fall under the 1895 directive that received notes with the town name in the same distinctive 
bold squat letters: 

595  MA  Boston  The Peoples National Bank of Roxbury at  bold squat 
615  MA  Boston  The National Rockland Bank of Roxbury at  bold squat 

5284  NY  Alexandria Bay  The First National Bank of the Thousand Islands,  bold squat  bold squat 
 
 

All plates made to satisfy the 1895 directive utilized distinctive free-standing bold squat letters 
for the inserted towns. This style provided a visual contrast to town names embedded in tombstones on 
most contemporary layouts. 

The distinctive bold squat letters usually had solid fills. However those for The Southwark 
National Bank Philadelphia (560) and The Mercer County National Bank Mercer (4909) were hollow 
squat letters. 

Problematic titles came in a variety of forms. The most obvious were those that didn’t contain 
any location information such as The American Exchange-Pacific National Bank (New York), The 
Tradesmens National Bank (Philadelphia, PA), Chatham Phenix National Bank and Trust Company (New 
York, NY). 

Others featured a nearby geographic feature such as The Genesee Valley National Bank 
(Geneseo, NY), The Haldley Falls National Bank (Holyoke, MA), The Messalonskee National Bank 
(Oakland, ME). Messalonskee is the name of a river. 

Some bank names did provide location information, but it wasn’t helpful, examples being The 
National Bank of New Jersey (New Brunswick, NJ), The National Bank of the State of Florida 
(Jacksonville, FL), The Niagara County National Bank (Lockport, NY). 

Implementation of the 1895 directive was somewhat subjective because the decisions to apply it 
were made ad hoc at the judgment of clerks as titles went by. The distinction between banker-supplied 
and Comptroller-imposed town names was sometimes lost. Consequently plates were made where town 
names should have been inserted but weren’t and vice versa. Furthermore, it is apparent that people 
weren’t paying much attention to the directive onward from 1910. 

The people who screened bank titles were very lenient because they allowed virtually every title 
that somehow incorporated the name of the town to pass without insertion of a duplicate of the town 
name. However titles featuring counties with the same name as the town could go either way in the Series 
of 1902. The following are a couple of examples of each. The Lancaster County National Bank 
(Lancaster, PA) and The Frederick County National Bank (Frederick, MD) got the inserts, whereas The 
New Haven County Bank (New Haven, CT) and The New York County Bank (New York, NY) didn’t. 

 
 
 

Figure 19. These two banks received Series of 1882 notes to satisfy the 1895 directive where the inserted town 
appeared in hollow squat letters above the will-pay line. 
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 Generally a town was inserted in cases where the title provided by the bankers referred to a 
district within the town and the bankers had written the town in the blank reserved for it on their 
organization certificate. Examples are The First National Bank of Bar Harbor (Eden, ME), The National 
Bank of the Northern Liberties (Philadelphia, PA) and The Southwark National Bank (Philadelphia, PA). 

Comptroller-imposed town names continued to appear solely in the postal location when bankers 
used a district name in their title but had not provided the name of their town in the blank reserve for it. 
Examples include The Rondout National Bank (Kingston, NY), The First National Bank of Englewood 
(Chicago, IL) and The First National Bank of Allegheny (Pittsburgh, PA). 

This protocol was obviously very technical and obscure so lapses are encountered. For example 
The National Market Bank of Brighton (Boston, MA) involved a Comptroller-imposed Boston, but the 
second Series of 1882 plate made for it had Boston inserted contrary to protocol. 

Many banks with problematic titles from around the country that issued Series of 1882 notes are 
missing from Table 3. Other issuers on the list that received Series of 1902 notes with inserted towns but 
didn’t receive Series of 1882 notes with them. The explanation for both usually was that their Series of 
1882 plates were made prior to the 1895 directive. 

Figure 20. It was luck of the draw whether the town name was inserted above the will-pay line to comply with 
the 1895 directive when county and town names were the same.

Figure 21. The location specified in some titles referred a district within a town rather than the town itself. In 
cases where the name of the town was as submitted by the bankers, such as Eden on the right, it was inserted 
above the will-pay line to satisfy the 1895 directive. In contrast, Comptroller-imposed updates of town names 
caused by renamed post offices or annexations continued to be relegated solely to the script postal location as 
occurred with Kingston on the left. 
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Mistakes were inevitable. Specific cases have been recognized within the Series of 1882 where 
plates with problematic titles were made after 1895 without the inserted towns. One is a 10-10-10-20 for 
The Delaware County Bank, Pennsylvania (355), made in April 1896. The town, Chester, appears only in 
script, a throwback to the old style. Another is the M-N-O-P 5-5-5-5 for The Thames National Bank, 
Connecticut (657), finished in March 1898. Thames is a river on the east side of the town of Norwich. 
Norwich appears only in script. 

If ever banker-supplied titles needed inserted towns during the Series of 1902 era, they were The 
Bank of California, National Association (9655) and Bank of Italy National Trust and Savings 
Association (13044). Both were in San Francisco but San Francisco ended up only in the postal location. 
Obviously someone wasn’t paying attention to the 1895 directive when the orders for those plates went 
by. 

The best example of inconsistent application of the 1895 directive involved the plates made for 
The Caney Valley National Bank, Kansas. Caney had been inserted above the will-pay line on the Series 
of 1882 plate when the bank was chartered but was omitted from the Series of 1902 plate upon extension. 
Those plates were made in 1902 and 1920, respectively. This case supports the finding that after 1910 
clerks in the Comptroller’s office weren’t particularly concerned with the 1895 directive. 

Documentation 
The only written record I found pertaining to the 1895 directive is in the form of a memo 

resulting from a phone call to the engraving division at the Bureau of Engraving and Printing from a Mr. 
Eldridge in the Comptroller’s office on March 20, 1900. The memo is written on the back of the certified 
proof for the Series of 1882 5-5-5-5 for The Mercer County National Bank, Pennsylvania, charter 4909, a 
non-linked title. 

Figure 22. Attention to the 1895 directive was faltering when these layouts were made in 1910 and 1927. Both 
are unambiguous cases where San Francisco should have been inserted above the will-pay line. 

Figure 23. Can the note holder find the bank in Caney if Caney Valley is all that appears in the title?  The 
people ordering these layouts 20 years apart disagreed.
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Notice as you read the memo that there is reference to a decision letter on the matter that was sent 
February 18, 1895. In it, the BEP was instructed to place the town name directly under the bank name in 
cases where there was ambiguity about where the bank was located. 

3/20/1900 
The words “of Mercer” are stricken from title by direction of Mr. 
Eldridge (by telephone). He says this action is to get the title uniform 
with that on the plate already made, but adds that the title on the plate in 
use is wrong and according to the rules of the office should have had the 
omitted words “of Mercer.” Question brought up by Eng Div after 
reading Comptroller letter dated Feb 18, 1895, in relation to The 
Amoskeag N. B. Manchester, NH, which see. Also see 10/20 2456 Series 
1875, 50/100 2456 Series 1882. If right it should read thus - The Mercer 
County N. B. Mercer (in small) then Mercer script. 

The memo is faulty in that of Mercer appears twice, which implies a linked title. The Mercer case 
involved a non-linked title. Despite this transcription glitch, the information reveals how such plates were 
to be handled. 

The chronology in the memo begins with a Series of 1882 10-10-10-20 plate made in March 1895 
for The Amoskeag National Bank, Manchester, New Hampshire, charter 574. Next it refers to a Series of 
1882 50-100 made in January 1900 for The Santa Barbara County National Bank, Santa Barbara, 
California, charter 2456. The plate under consideration at the time the memo was written was a 10-10-10-
20 for The Mercer County National Bank, Mercer, Pennsylvania, charter 4909, made a few months later 
in May 1900. 

Notice that the prepositions of, in and at are missing from all three, so they are non-linked titles. 
Amoskeag National Bank 

The city of Manchester is situated astride Amoskeag Falls on the Merrimack River. Amoskeag is 
derived from the Penacook Indian word Namoskeag, which means great fishing place. Native Americans 
fished at Amoskeag Falls for salmon, shad, alewives, sturgeon and eels, which swam up the river from the 
Atlantic Ocean each spring. 

Figure 24. The two 5-
5-5-5 plates made for 
the Amoskeag bank 
bridged adoption of 
the 1895 directive to 
insert the town name 
above the will-pay 
line. The first was 
made in 1884, the 
second in 1899. Fate 
had it that no notes 
were issued from the 
second plate. 
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Hydropower developed at the falls was crucial in the development of Manchester as a major 
textile mill town beginning in 1809. In June 1810, the New Hampshire legislature approved a change in 
the name of the town from Deerfield to Manchester, as advocated by pioneer industrialist Samuel Blodget 
who envisioned the place as a potential great textile-manufacturing city rivaling Manchester, England. 
The population at that time was 615. 

Notice that the first Series of 1882 5-5-5-5 plate made for the bank in 1884 carried the title The 
Amoskeag National Bank as if the town name was Amoskeag. The only hint that the bank was in 
Manchester is that Manchester was shown as the post office in script. This layout is the same as on all the 
Original Series and Series of 1875 plates made for the bank. 

The Comptroller’s office deemed it appropriate to display Manchester prominently under the title 
when a 10-10-10-20 plate was ordered in 1895. Consequently the title on the 10-10-10-20 plate reads The 
Amoskeag National Bank, Manchester. 

The officers of the bank filed for a title change when the bank was extended in 1904, wherein of 
was added. It became the more traditional linked title The Amoskeag National Bank of Manchester, 
eliminating all ambiguity! 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 25. Santa Barbara appears in the postal location on the traditional 
Series of 1875 10-10-10-20 plate made in 1880, whereas it was inserted as per 
the 1895 directive above the will-pay line on the Series of 1882 50-100 plate 
made in January 1900. 
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The Santa Barbara County National Bank 
The number 2456 referred to twice in Eldridge’s memo is the charter number for The Santa 

Barbara County National Bank. The Series of 1875 10-10-10-20 plate made in 1880 by the Bureau of 
Engraving and Printing reads The Santa Barbara County National Bank. In contrast, the Series of 1882 
50-100 plate made upon extension in January 1900 was improved as per the directive to read The Santa 
Barbara County National Bank, Santa Barbara. The incentive here was to avoid confusion between the 
two political jurisdictions. 

The Mercer County National Bank 
Attention in March 1900 focused on how the title should be laid out on a newly ordered 10-10-

10-20 Series of 1882 plate for The Mercer County National Bank. This plate was ordered seven years 
after a Series of 1882 5-5-5-5, which as-made read The Mercer County National Bank, with Mercer 
appearing only in script. 

The 10-10-10-20 used the improved layout; specifically, The Mercer County National Bank, 
Mercer. The 1895 directive was honored. 
 Frederick, Maryland, Replacement Plate 

The 1895 directive came along as the Series of 1882 was aging. Consequently the number of 
affected Series of 1882 plates was small. The details for all are listed on Table 4. 

The Frederick County National Bank, Maryland (1449), utilized three Original/1875 series plates 
and a Series of 1882 10-10-10-20 with tradition layouts where Frederick appeared only in the postal 
location. The Series of 1882 10-10-10-20 needed to be replaced in 1903 so Frederick was inserted above 
the will-pay line on it to comply with the 1895 directive. 

Figure 26. A memo written March 20, 1900 on the back of the $5 proof for 
Mercer, Pennsylvania, provided documentary evidence for the 1895 directive to 
insert the town names above the will-pay line when it was uncertain where banks 
were located. The $5 plate was made in 1893, whereas the 10-10-10-20 was made 
during May 1900. 
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Table 4. Series of 1882 plates made in compliance with the directive of February 18, 1895 whereon 
towns were inserted after bank names that did not end with a preposition or comma. 

Other Series of 1882 plate combinations were made for some of these banks before February 18, 1895 that do not 
contain the inserted towns. 

        Combination with   Certification  Changeover 

Town  State  Ch.  Bank Name  Inserted Town  Codea  Date  Serial Numbers 
 
Santa Barbara  CA  2456  Santa Barbara County NB  50‐100  O  Jan 13, 1900   
Hartford  CT  361  N Exchange B  10‐10‐10‐20  R  Dec  2, 1901  10541‐10542 
Hyde Park  IL  3916  Oakland NB  50‐100  N  Jul 16, 1900 
Caney  KS  5349  Caney Valley NB  10‐10‐10‐20  O  Aug 13, 1900 
Frankfort  KY  5376  N Branch B of Kentucky  10‐10‐10‐20  O  Aug 17, 1900  
Oakland  ME  2231  Messalonskee NB  10‐10‐10‐20  O  Feb 23, 1895 
Eden  ME  3941  First NB of Bar Harbor  50‐100  N  Apr  4, 1900 
Frederick  MD  1449  Frederick County NB  10‐10‐10‐20  R  Dec  9, 1903  12090‐12091 
Boston  MA  806  N Market B of Brighton  5‐5‐5‐5  R  Jan  4, 1904  8700‐8701 
Holyoke  MA  1246  Hadley Falls NB  10‐10‐10‐20  N  Jun 21, 1900 
Manchester  NH  574  Amoskeag NB  5‐5‐5‐5  R  Nov 27, 1899  none printed 
        10‐10‐10‐20  N  Mar 14, 1895 
Gloversville  NY  3312  Fulton County NB  5‐5‐5‐5  R  Feb 19, 1901  3580‐3581 
Delaware  OH  853  Delaware County NB  10‐10‐10‐20  N  Jun 19, 1900 
Philadelphia  PA  560  Southwark NB  10‐10‐10‐20  N  Jun  4, 1900 
Mercer  PA  4909  Mercer County NB  10‐10‐10‐20  N  May 31, 1900 

a. Codes: 
O ‐ Only Series of 1882 combination made for the bank. 
N ‐ New plate combination made mid‐series for the bank. 
R ‐ Replacement plate, where the first of the same combination did not have the town below the bank name. 

  

Figure 27. The two 10-
10-10-20 Series of 1882 
plates for this Frederick, 
Maryland, bank bridged 
the 1895 directive, 
yielding this spectacular 
variety pair. 
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A total of 14,337 brown back 10-10-10-20 sheets were issued through the Frederick bank. The 
changeover sheet serials between the first and second plates were 12090 and 12091, yielding two 
distinctive varieties. 

Duplicate plates of the same combination that bridged the 1895 directive were made for five 
banks during the Series of 1882. Four of the five affected banks received runs of sheets with both 
varieties. 

 Three Exceptional Title Blocks 
Take a close look at the three title blocks illustrated on Figure 29. They have the identical form as 

1895 directive title blocks. Specifically the bank name without any hint of where it was located was 
simply attached to the town without so much as the use of a preposition or comma. 

The only difference between these three and 1895 directive layouts is that the town resides in a 
tombstone. They are truly strange beasts and their distinctive appearance was very deliberate.  

The 1895 directive layouts represent cases where bankers failed to include the name of their town 
in the blank reserved for the title on their organization certificate. Consequently the town was inserted 
above the will-pay line through the action of a Federal official. 

In contrast the bankers behind the title blocks shown on Figure 29 correctly tacked their town 
onto their bank names on the forms but they did so without using a preposition or comma. Theirs were the 
only title submissions like this in the entire country. 

These most peculiar titles were The National Bank of Germantown Philadelphia, The National 
Branch Bank of Kentucky Frankfort, and The Federal National Bank Chicago, respectively charter 
numbers 546, 5376 and 7926. Their tale is worth telling. 

The Germantown Philadelphia title had been around since 1864 and the 10-10-10-20 
Original/1875 and 1882 plates for the bank displayed Philadelphia in a conventional tombstone long 
before the 1895 directive came along. Using the Philadelphia title block as a precedent, the town names 

Figure 28. This is a fabulous progression through time of a title without location information that eventually 
fell under the 1895 directive. Hartford was first inserted above the will-pay line when a duplicate 10-10-10-20 
Series of 1882 plate (middle) was made for the bank in 1901.

Figure 29. The bankers in these three banks appended their town to the bank name on their organization 
certificate without using a preposition or comma. There were only three cases like this in the entire country. 
Consequently the town was displayed in a tombstone in order to distinguish their title blocks from similar 
layouts in which Federal officials inserted the town to satisfy the 1895 directive to do so. The difference was 
that the 1895 directive layouts were specifically designated for cases where the bankers failed to include the 
town within their title on their organization certificate.  
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on the plates for the other two banks also were placed in conventional tombstones when they were made 
in 1900 and 1905. In effect, because the town was correctly served up by the bankers, its status was 
elevated on the notes by placing it in a conventional tombstone. At least this was what was supposed to be 
done. 

However a glitch developed. Ironically it involved the Series of 1902 plates for the old 
Germantown Philadelphia bank, which came along when the charter of the bank was extended for a 
second time in 1904. Someone confused its title with those on the 1895 directive plates and mistakenly 
laid it out using free-standing bold squat letters on the Series of 1902 plates! 
 Three Out-and-Out Anomalies 

The same bold squat letters used to display the towns on 1895-directive plates were used through 
a quirk of fate on conventional linked titles for two banks in Boston (595, 615) and one in Alexandria Bay 
(5284). The titles on these plates were similar in complexity to many on the special 1895 directive plates, 
so someone mistakenly made lookalike knock offs for them. 

NON-USE OF OLD TITLES 
The Comptroller of the Currency adopted a policy during mid-1917 that precluded new banks 

from using titles that previously had been used by defunct banks. Slightly tweaking the title was 
acceptable, such as omitting The and/or changing the preposition of to in or at. 

Figure 31. Three banks with linked titles - the Alexandria Bay with a comma and the two Bostons with “at” - 
received notes with the same bold squat letters normally reserved for 1895 directive inserts. These layouts 
classify as technical mistakes.

Figure 32. The Comptroller 
adopted a policy in mid-
1917 not reuse titles of 
defunct banks. Tweaking 
titles by dropping the 
article The and/or changing 
linking prepositions 
satisfied the rule. First 
National Bank at Flint was 
the first bank to come 
under the new policy. 

Figure 30. Germantown Philadelphia title blocks: left 1882 $5, middle 1882 $10 with tombstone, right 1902 $5 
with squat bold insert. Technically the 1902 plates should have had Philadelphia in a tombstone. 
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The earliest case of this that I have identified involved First National Bank at Flint, Michigan 
(10997), a bank chartered May 18, 1917. Two earlier Flint banks had used the title “The First National 
Bank of;” specifically, charter 1588 in 1865 and charter 3361 in November 1890 following a title change. 
The solution in 1917 for the organizers of charter 10997 was to drop The and also substitute the 
preposition at for of. 
 PERSPECTIVE 

When I first began to look for patterns that dictated how title blocks were laid out, I quickly 
picked up on the linked versus non-linked grammatical constructions of bank titles and thought the 
problem was all but solved. Occasionally I was finding situations where the location in the bank title 
differed from the postal location written in script and thought they simply represented minor wrinkles on 
the theme. However, discovery of the existence of the 1895 directive on the back of the Series of 1882 5-
5-5-5 proof for The Mercer County National Bank, Mercer, Pennsylvania, and proofs with town names 
inserted above the will-pay line to comply with it revealed that I had missed the boat. 

The real patterns that emerged didn’t turn on the grammatical construction of the bank titles, but 
more fundamentally on what constituted a viable town name and how best to portray it on a note. Plates 
where the location in the title differed from that in the postal location made after the 1895 directive 
exhibited two dominant patterns. When the town name was that supplied by the bankers, it was inserted 
above the will-pay line where it could be readily observed regardless of the grammatical construction of 
the title. However, when the name in the post location differed from that supplied by the bankers, we 
were looking at a Comptroller-imposed change but one in which the new name was relegated solely to the 
postal location. 

The key ingredient in this stew was not grammar, but rather the appropriate display of the 
location of the bank. An unambiguous display of the location was a primary obligation of the officials in 
the Treasury Department because they had to ensure that note holders could find the bank. 

A good question is why were banker-supplied town names shown so prominently, whereas those 
that were Comptroller-imposed remained buried in the script location once the 1895 directive went into 
effect. I haven’t found a documented explanation. I speculate that it was a subtle way for the 
Comptroller’s office to downplay Federal tinkering with town names in contrast to raising banker-
supplied names to prominence. 

                                                                                                                                                            

Figure 33. A 10-10-10-20 Series of 1902 plate was made for The Lancaster County 
National Bank with an inserted Lancaster when the bank was extended on December 
30, 1904. BEP Director William Meredith and his assistants certified the plate on 
January 7, 1905 without noticing the omission of Lyons’ signature on the A subject. 
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When you look at a few thousand proofs, as was necessary to write this piece, sometimes you are 
rewarded with something unexpected. The Series of 1902 10-10-10-20 proof for The Lancaster County 
National Bank with its 1895-directive Lancaster insert was that reward. Notice the omission of Lyons’ 
signature from the A subject. This is the first like it that I found among the national bank note proofs. 

It is doubtful that the plate made it into red seal production before the problem was spotted and 
fixed, although we don’t know. No proof was made showing the correction, but the problem was 
corrected by the time a proof was lifted showing the date back version of the plate after it had been altered 
in September 1908. 
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